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La Florida - Zone 19
La Florida, or Zone 19, is situated northwest of the city centre, within the 
Municipality of Mixco, as an island belonging to the capital municipality. 
The zone covers an area of 80 blocks. The official population figures 
from 1994 suggest a number of 26,222 inhabitants, though there are 
reasons to believe that the population has increased considerably since. 
Accordingly to some locals, the population figure today is between 30,000 
and 40,000 inhabitants. 

La Florida is considered to be a middle-income to low-income group area. 
It is one of those areas in Guatemala City, which for a long time have been 
neglected by authorities. Ever since the establishment, the lack of municipal 
engagement has resulted in initiatives taken by neighbours themselves. 
Whenever there has been a need of improving the standard of living, as 
when introducing and constructing systems for potable water and drainage, it 
has been initiated and carried through by locals themselves.

La Florida evolving
The construction of La Florida started in 1952 on land owned by the family 
Vila, nearby Villa de Mixco and east of the farm El Naranjo, belonging to 
the same family. Villa de Mixco was at the time a village surrounded by 
agricultural land belonging to a few and rich families. In the 1950s when the 
population in Guatemala City doubled within a period of ten years, this land 
began to be developed for formal housing. 

The project of constructing La Florida succeeded fast and the plot layout 
was rapidly done. The area was built in five years. Regardless of the distance 
to the city centre and the lack of infrastructure and services, the plots were 
sold and people began to move in. Among the people who came to settle in 
La Florida, a large amount were indigenous people from the northern part 
of the Department of Guatemala and artisans expelled from the city centre. 
As La Florida was considered to be a successful development and in an 
attempt to incorporate municipal land, the mayor of the capital municipality 
decided to annex La Florida to the municipality as Zone 19. 

Starting with La Florida, the western part of the city began to emerge and 
continued with the construction of the surrounding areas, all being middle 
or low-income class areas. Generally, the lack of regulation and urban 
planning created an urban disorder, which only grew as the settlements 
grew denser and as traffic and number of cars increased. Calzada San 
Juan Sacatepéquez, one of the city entrance roads that connect La Florida 
with the city centre, became an important commercial axis, because of the 
strong demand of the increased population in the area. As pressure on land 
grew due to, informal settlements emerged in the adjacent areas. Adjacent 
to La Florida and the ravine La Gaucamaya, an informal settlement, named 
after the ravine, emerged as recent as in the middle of 1990s. 

La Florida
Population and households

Population             26,222
Inhabitants/km
Male/female (%)   48/52
Households  6278
Persons/household    4.2

Age   %

0-14    33
15-64   62
65 -    5

Education  %

None   10
Pre-primary school     1
Primary school  51
Secondary school   33
Higher studies   5

Housing types  %

Formal buildings   44
Private apartments     2
Rental room or 
apartment  53
Improvised   1

Installations  %

Water   33
Drainage    34
Electricity     33

Functions and services

Churches    43
Public schools   1
Private schools  26
Public health care 
centres and clinics     0
Private health care
centres and clinics   40
Public day care   1
Fire sub-station  33
Industries     7
Mechanical workshops 87
Restarurants  52
Bars    23

Source:
Instituto Nacional de Estadística (INE)
Metropólis 2,010, Municipality of 
Guatemala (inventory, 1999)
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El Naranjo, being privately owned land, has remained undeveloped until 
present. Today, the big amount of vacant land in El Naranjo is planned for a 
mix-use urban development, based on the concept of New Urbanism.34

Inventories
During the field study several inventories on the condition of buildings 
and street spaces were done, covering the whole area, as to analyse and 
investigate La Florida physical structure. Inventories on the land use and 
functions were also done.

Buildings
The building inventory is a classification of buildings into five categories 
according to their physical condition. The building inventory ranges a 
building’s physical condition from classes A to E, with class A signifying very 
good condition, class B good condition, class C poor condition, class D very 
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poor condition and class E structures built of waste materials. The buildings 
in La Florida are generally in poor condition. The inventory shows that a bit 
more than a third of the buildings were in good to very good conditions. Only 
three per cent of the buildings were in very good condition, meanwhile more 
than half were in poor or very poor condition. Nine per cent were built of 
waste materials. Some of them were formal structures that were destroyed 
during the earthquake in 1976. They have still not been restored, since the 
house owners cannot afford to do so.

A similar building inventory was made in 1967, for a masters thesis in 
engineering at Universidad de San Carlos.35 For the inventory made in 1967, 
category I signifies buildings in good condition, while category III signifies 
buildings in poor condition. When comparing the two inventory results, one 
can notice that the amount of poor buildings  has not decreased. 

The different building classes are more or less evenly dispersed within the 
area, except for that a higher rate of very poor to waste material buildings can 
be distinguished in the northeast half of the zone. One reason to this is the 
small informal settlement in the north end of 10th Avenida. 

Streets and sidewalks
The inventories of streets and sidewalks were made out from several aspects 
(see Appendix 1). All streets have the same measures, fifteen metres wide, 
except 11th and 13th Avenue and Calles west of 11th Avenida. Those streets 
and street sections are ten metres wide. The classification of streets was 
done according to their pavement, plantings, lighting and general order. The 
classification on sidewalks was made according to height, condition and 
whether there were obscuring objects on the sidewalk. Often people had 
put up objects such as metal poles and concrete blocks to hinder cars from 
parking outside their houses. 

The inventory showed that streets generally have pavement in good condition. 
The reason is clear. Many streets were paved only three to five years ago. 
Lighting is poor, with only three streetlights per block. Some streets are more 
organized and clean than others. The less organized streets are those without 
clear distinctions between car lanes and sidewalks.

All blocks have sidewalks, which all are fairly similar in measures. They 
are wide enough to size one to two persons to walk on, side by side. The 
inventories showed that sidewalks are generally paved with a few exceptions. 
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Although, grade changes and ramps to garages make the sidewalks uneven 
and hard to access for people with mobility disabilities. In some areas the 
sidewalks were very high - up to seventy centimetres. Before the streets 
were paved the erosion sunk the streets, which enlarged the height to 
the entrance levels on to which the sidewalks are attached. The highest 
sidewalks are found between 6th and 10th Calle, naturally since this is 
where the largest grade change is. Shops, as to display wares and signs, 
often use sidewalks. The streets with unpaved sidewalks were often the 
most un-organized and also often invaded by workshop businesses as 
mechanical workshops. 

Meetings and interviews
For being able to better understand La Florida and get to know its social 
context, one ambition was to make the analysis and proposal with the 
participation of locals. Time and extension of the project limited this ambition 
to informal interviews and two informal meetings with locals in La Florida. 
During the first meeting the discussion concentrated around current problems 
and their causes. The issues brought up to discussion were the;

waste disposal sites - the market and the ravine La Guaca-
maya;

security in public - the risk of being robbed, inefficient police 
patrolling, inefficient public lighting, drug dealing, public drinking 
and prostitution;

traffic - speeding, lack of organisation and lack of traffic signs;

the market - large and disturbing residents, claming of street 
space and problems with violence;

mechanical workshops - disturbing and polluting, claiming streets 
and sidewalks and handling of explosive materials;

the public school Panamericana - in very bad condition and 
in urge to be restored;

communal services - lack of public healthcare, public schools 
for all levels of education and centres for cultural events and 
activities;

public space - inefficient for the population size and no green 
areas. 

Public meetings in an election rally in 1999 in La Florida showed similar 
results, with similar definitions of problems in favour to be dealt with.

During the second meeting proposals of revitalization and development was 
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discussed. The group brought up ideas on how to develop the community and 
revitalize the public space. The ideas that the group had were to:

develop a multiple story market building with and a thoroughly 
worked out waste disposal system;

develop more public land, green areas and areas for sport and 
for children; 

restore the ravine and build a sport stadium in it;

introduce neighbourhood guarding (groups of neighbours walking 
the streets) to have a police station within the area;

gain more activities and places to go to for youth;

use the public school Panamericana, as a space for communal 
activities;

develop a sports field for younger children in where also adults 
can be and watch over for them.

Seventy questionnaires were handed out, but only seventeen returned. The 
material is rather thin for basing conclusion upon. However, the conclusion of 
the meetings and the few numbered questionnaires, is that the good public 
connections with the city centre, the paved streets and infrastructure supply 
systems such as tap water and drainage were qualities that the neighbours 
were most satisfied with. 

Use of space 
Land use and functions
When La Florida was built the only type of development planned, besides 
a public school, a church and a municipal market building, was housing. 
La Florida was meant to be a residential neighbourhood. Since then La 
Florida has become an area of, not only housing, but also of vivid commerce 
with small private businesses and movement. Many people work within the 
neighbourhood or in their homes, as owners of a tienda36, tortilleria37 or a 
workshop. The numerous workshops of different kinds, often offer services 
of craftsmanship that are hard to find in other, more central parts of the city. 
Restaurants, banks and the market also attract people from adjacent areas 
to come to La Florida to do errands and shop in the market. La Florida 
is much more than the residential neighbourhood it was intended to be. 
As an area with a vital mix of functions and activities, it differs from the 
modern mono-functional neighbourhoods, which can be found in other 
parts of the city. 

La Florida has a high coverage of built land, but as most buildings are 
one-storey buildings, the building density is relatively low. On the other 
hand the number of inhabitants per square kilometre is relatively high.38 
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Consequently, the low-density development means less indoor area per 
person. To increase the space disposable per person and at the same 
time preserve the population density, requires vertical development. This 
would in reality mean to build new and higher buildings or add storeys 
on to existing buildings. To build vertical could also be a way to release 
outdoor space.

The main public arenas in La Florida are the streets and the municipal 
market. The market and the areas around work as the community centre 
and commercial centre that also attracts people from adjacent areas. In the 
market all kind of products are sold. The market spreads out on parts of 
11th Avenida and 5th Calle. Market vendors and their market stands have 
completely and permanently taken over these street sections on the expense 
of vehicular access, although pedestrians are still able to filter through 
the dense market area.

The informal sector is very important for the commerce and businesses 
within the community. The commerce in La Florida is diverse with a large 
sector of small-scale businesses. La Florida has a vital market of informal 
vending, both in the municipal market and around it. In Guatemala City 
the municipal markets are important commercial and business nodes for 
shopping and trading for a large group of people. They are especially 
important as places for farmers to sell their products. 

Plaza Florida is a shopping centre on Calzada San Juan Sacatepécez 
on the opposite side from 12th Avenida. The area around the shopping 
centre is a busy spot of movement and commerce. The shopping centre is a 
semi-public space with restaurants, retail stores and a cinema. It is privately 
owned, but the public is free to access it. It works, to some extent, as a 
recreation, strolling and social area. People go there to have dinner with the 
family, meet a friend, shop, wait for the bus or just watch people. 

Naturally the commerce in the area in between the Calzada San Juan 
Sacatepécez and the market in La Florida take advantage of the location 
between the commercial nodes. Therefore businesses cluster in this area, 
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more than in the others. Although, as a whole, La Florida has a fairly even 
disperse of commerce and housing.

Public functions
In Guatemala City and La Florida many people do not have access to private 
services for education, medical treatment, childcare and elderly care due 
to their financial situation. They need to use the services provided by the 
society. La Florida has one public school, a fire sub-station, a municipal 
market and a daycare centre/social centre for mothers. For providing a 
population of 30,000 to 40,000 the public services can be considered 
sparse. Public facilities such as public healthcare centres, youth centres, 
old age homes, a police station and a public library are needed but not 
provided within the area.

Public schools in Guatemala City have scarce recourses and are often in 
poor physical condition. Parents, who can afford, choose to put their children 
in private schools since the private schools are considered to offer better 
environment and higher quality of education. Private schools are relatively 
common, since even households with low income prioritise to pay for 
their children’s education. 

La Florida has twenty-six private schools of various sizes. The public school, 
Panamericana, is a primary and secondary school. There is no public 
school for grades above secondary level. Around 750 pupils attend to 
classes in the morning and as many in the afternoon. During the evening 
there are classes for adult illiterates, which makes the school well used 
during most times of the day. 

The school building is a one-storey building with classrooms and the 
principal’s office surrounding a large schoolyard. The schoolyard serves as 
a court for sport classes and as a playground during breaks. It is a bare and 
generous space, paved with asphalt. Considering the amount of pupils 
using it, it needs to be generous. Sometimes the school and the schoolyard 
also serve as a place for public meetings. There is no auditorium in the 
school, but the schoolyard is used as auditorium when needed. The physical 
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condition of the school building is very poor and in urge for renovation 
and restoration.  

There are forty private medical clinics in La Florida, but they only serve for 
those with effective financial resources. Low-income households, which are 
many La Florida, are obliged to use the highly demanded healthcare centre 
in Zone 1, which serve several zones within the capital municipality. 

The police station, which is closest to La Florida, is located at Calzada San 
Juan Sacatepécez, one block southeast of 12th Avenida. The station serves 
an area that includes La Florida and the surrounding zones 4, 5 and 7 in 
Mixco. As everywhere else in Guatemala City, the police force in this area 
is working under high demand. The police are struggling with limited 
resources to be able to patrol in the areas with adequate frequency, but 
the lack of resources consequently leads to insufficient crime control and 
problems with safety. 

Young people in La Florida have few public places to meet and gather in. A 
common way to meet and engage is through being a member of a church, 
or some other organisation. There is one organization for young people that 
has a youth centre, located at the corner of 6th Avenida and 1st Calle. The 
youth centre is basically a ball court, which is often used by the local youth. 
Besides this youth centre there are few public or private offerings of cultural 
activities for young people. There is a music studio and a pool hall in the area. 
Much of the communal life for youths takes place in the streets, but also the 
streets have limited possibilities as activity and meeting places. 

As few facilities are provided for youths, as few are services for elderly such 
as homes for elderly. The Catholic Church, the largest Catholic church in La 
Florida was, at the time when the field study was done, making plans and 
applying for construction licenses, for building classrooms and a home for 
elderly beside the church. In the absence of authorities taking actions, the 
church is with their plans attempting to provide for public social services. 
Although the ambition of the church is to be open for all people, there are 
reasons to believe that person’s belonging to another religion or church 
feel restricted to use it.

Public life and culture
The sense of public space in La Florida derives from the activities and life 
that take place on the streets and in the market. Public spaces are populated 
throughout most times of the day, which makes La Florida lively and active. 
The public identity also derives from the uniqueness of the environment 
and the image of La Florida (see section Space form and context, Identity 
of space, further below).

The streets in La Florida are rarely deserted during daytime. Besides being 
spaces for movement and transportation, the streets are, where possible, 
used as children’s playground, markets, workshops and most of all as 
places where the public life takes place. In the market people meet and 
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socialize. The side walk queues to the tiendas, tortillerias and bakeries work 
as channels for exchanging information and local news. Here and there the 
sidewalks become extensions of workshops and retail stores, but since the 
space is narrow, few people sit on their porches to the sidewalks.

Streets in La Florida are at times also used for as areas for public celebration 
as in many other places in Guatemala. The yearly Easter celebration during 
the Holy week fills the streets with procession parades. The Holy week is a 
collective celebration but also a collective get together on the streets.

Obviously the public life in La Florida is not only the one that takes place in 
the streets. The community life within an organisation or a church is also a 
form of public life. There are forty-three churches in La Florida. Seemingly, 
it is common to be an active member of a church or to participate in some 
form of activity that takes place within the church, such as singing in the choir 
or participating in children’s activities. In La Florida there are also community 
activity groups that work for the improvement of La Florida. These kinds 
of groups have traditionally been the driving force for development as, for 
example, when paving of the streets or when the water supply system and 
the drainage system were introduced. 

In Guatemala, sport is a frequent form of activity. Sport involves both young 
and adults, but more men than women. Ball sports, such as football and 
basketball, are popular. In Guatemala City parking plots are often used as 
sports fields during night-time, regardless of bad lighting conditions. In Zone 
1, everyday after working hours, boys were playing football on the parking 
lot in front of the building. In La Florida, where traffic and space allow, ball 
games are found on the streets and in the park between the school and the 
church. The park is frequently used for games. During their lunch brake, 
men often use it for playing football or basketball.

A great part of La Florida’s identity lies in its familiarity among neighbours.  
Many Floridians have lived in La Florida through out their whole lives. They 
know their neighbours by name, how many kids they have, their names, 
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which school they go to and so on. Seemingly, there is a sense of community 
among neighbours. The web of friends and family connection is a close-knit 
social network, of which the social sphere often stays to relatives and the 
closest neighbours.39 In that sense La Florida is not one single community but 
many interrelated communities of different types and relations. 

Further more, what also constitute La Florida’s public identity and image 
is its relatively homogenous crowd - homogenous when it comes to its 
social status. In La Florida there are no extremely rich people, but also no 
extremely poor. Comparing to other areas, such as El Milagro, which has 
a larger amount of informal settlers, the ratio of people living in informal 
buildings in La Florida, is low. Another fact that might contribute to the 
Floridian identity is the fact that many Floridians are migrants or children to 
migrants that came from around the same region. Many of those who came 
were indigenous or ladino40 villagers. They have similar kinds of backgrounds 
as they came from the same rural areas. In a sense, La Florida itself is a 
kind of urban village within the capital. 

Risks and safety
Safety was an issue that was brought up several times during the interviews 
and meetings with locals. In La Florida, lack of safety and security in public 
is considered a problem, especially during night-time and sometimes even 
during day-time. Robberies, prostitution, drug dealing and general trouble 
making around the bars are problems in La Florida that make people feel 
insecure and unwilling to go out at night time. Some violent incidents have 
occurred in the market at day-time. Usually these incidents are disputes 
between vendors. 

Restaurants are usually not open during evenings. There is a cluster of bars 
around 12th Avenida and 5th Calle, close to the market. The section of 8th 
Avenida, close to Calzada San Juan Sacatepécez, is known for being a “red 
light district”. Some spots and corners are nodes for drug dealing. One 
is on 9th Avenida close to the school, which is concerning the school 
and the parents. Another spot where drug dealing and public drinking 
occurs is at 10th Calle close to the park beside the ravine La Guacamaya. 
That is probably the reason why the park is rather unused by children 
or for recreation. 

Another factor threatening safety is the poor public lighting. Intense lighting 
of public space that increases visibility at night-time and the ability to view 
the space, increases safety.  In Cobán, a town northwest of Guatemala City, 
the central plaza is intensely illuminated with strong lights that completely 
lightens up the plaza and brings visibility to the space. The plaza in Cobán 
is well used during night-time.

The issue on safety includes safety, not only against crime, but also safety 
in traffic and from natural disasters and catastrophes caused by rain, storm 
or earthquakes. There are many elements of risk within the region and the 
country. The plateau, upon which La Florida is situated, is layered of easily 
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eroded material.41 The ravine La Guacamaya is eroding bit by bit towards 
La Florida. The ravine reaches the edge of 10th Calle, as close as one metre 
to the street. Nearby, the settlement La Guacamaya is situated directly at 
the edge of the ravine. The drop here is about 60 metres in height. When 
studying aerial photos from the 1960s one can conclude that the ravine has 
not eroded much since. Despite of this, in 1998 the hurricane Mitch caused 
earth masses to fall. One building in the settlement La Guacamaya fell into 
the ravine and caused the death of two people. 

The situation is critical with the erosion and the edge of the ravine being 
so close to the street and houses. As the erosion proceeds, the streets and 
houses will be in danger of being pulled down, unless the ravine is reinforced. 
In the Plan of Emergency developed by CONRED42, all settlements situated 
within high risk areas are proposed to be relocated to safe areas. La 
Guacamaya is an area of high risk and therefore the settlement should be 
removed. The process of erosion should be stopped with reinforcement 
of the ravine. 

Concerning traffic safety in La Florida, vehicle-to-vehicle traffic accidents 
occur in a larger extent than those that involves pedestrians.43 Buses are 
involved in many of the vehicle-to-vehicle accidents . The street width allows 
cars to go fast, which logically decreases traffic safety. 

Lack of sanitation is another issue that in some areas causes bad 
environment. Those who chose not to use the charged waste collection 
services use the ravine La Guacamaya as a waste dump. All kind of waste 
material is dumped into the ravine, which causes problems with sanitation. 
As the decomposable material decomposes, gas is produced and causes 
the waste dump to burn nearly constantly. Another problem is that un-purified 
“black water” is being drained into the ravine. The channel along Boulevard 
San Nicolas, Río Guacamaya, carries black water from industries nearby into 
the ravine. Waste dumping and black water causes degradation and serious 
pollution of the ravine and the ground water as well as health risks. 
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Another area where waste disposal is a major problem and health risk is 
at the market on the 6th Calle. Adjacent to the fire-substation is a waste 
disposal site designated for the use of the market vendors. The problem is 
that residents in the nearby areas also use it for their household wastes. 
The waste floods out on the street although it is emptied twice every week. 
The health risk is serious and the problem is one that concerns people the 
most, especially the neighbours to the market.

Space form and context
Public space typology
La Florida’s open space system is conformed by a strict street grid system, 
uniform plots and uniform rectangular blocks. The urban form has not been 
shaped on the basis of the site conditions, such as the topography. The 
spatial plan for La Florida was done as a geometrical grid with the same 
measures for all streets and blocks. There is not much variation in the built 
form, or the open spaces, which with very few exceptions are the street 
spaces. The area has a relatively homogenous urban texture. The variation 
of scale and space types is small. 

La Florida differs from neighbouring areas with its strong linear axis of 
avenidas extending southwest - northeast. The avenidas, their long and 
linear extension, give La Florida a certain distinction. The long blocks, 
narrow plots and variation in facades form a many-coloured wall, uneven 
in height, but homogenous as a whole. Electric wires and telephone lines 
in the air above the streets form a sublime limit to the sky. Sidewalks 
follow the façades. The buildings are accessed directly from the sidewalks. 
For keeping the private life separate form the street, the facades are 
closed towards the streets. Often there is just a door and no window 
towards the street. 

Characterizing the streets are also high sidewalks, random lack of pavement 
and objects such as tires and poles, which people have put up to hinder cars 
from driving and parking on the sidewalk. Most sidewalks are inaccessible 
for disabled and uncomfortable to walk on. Often pedestrians choose 
to walk on the more comfortable and evenly paved car lane, instead of 
on the sidewalk.

Trees and vegetation is growing sparsely along the streets. Along a few 
streets, especially along the more residential ones such as 6th Avenida, the 
residents have planted trees along the street outside their houses. Except 
for on 5th Avenida, there are no continuous tree lines along the streets. 
Comparing to the streets without trees, those with trees have a different 
expression that varies depending on the tree species. The low, dense 
and cut trees emphasize the character of residential neighbourhoods. 
Meanwhile tall trees with high canopies are common boulevard trees, such 
as those along 5th Avenida. 

In the market area, cars are kept out by the sheer dominance of people, 
market stands and goods. On 5th Calle one is only able to walk through the 
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narrow paths between the rows of market stands. The roof of the market 
stands forms a roof mosaic that makes the space appear as indoor space 
rather than outdoor space, but when raining the opposite is confirmed.

Besides the streets and the market there are few other public open spaces 
within or adjacent to La Florida. There is one park between the church and 
the public school Panamericana, which fits a ball court and a playground. 
Another park is located at the edge of the ravine La Guacamaya. The site 
has many trees and a playground. A third site, which actually is located 
outside La Florida, is the football field in Montserrat. It is mostly used by 
residents from Montserrat, La Guacamaya and residents from the nearby 
parts of La Florida. There are also two public laundry devices, one at the 
market and another at the north end of 9th Avenida. In Guatemala the 
public outdoor laundry devices are important public places for exchange of 
information and social interaction. 

La Florida has no accessible public green area in the proximity. Most land 
in the surroundings are private, as common in Guatemala. Floridians have 
to travel to other parts or out of the city to access larger green and public 
recreational areas. For many people, especially for low-income groups, 
travelling long distances for accessing green spaces is difficult or not 
possible at all, due to financial reasons or because difficulties to leave 
duties. A green area in the proximity would be easier and less of an 
effort to access. 

Identity of place and identity of space
The identity of place and public image of La Florida is largely connected to 
its life on the streets and in the market. The centre of La Florida is teeming 
with activities generated by the market, the numerous buses and cars that 
passes by, school children going or coming from school, shoppers, vendors 
and workers. The noise, especially during peak hours, is high, caused by 
cars, buses and bus conductors advertising their route. The market serves 
a colourful display of wares of all kind - from fruits and vegetables to 
cloths and second hand commodities. It all mixes with the aroma of food 
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and the sounds of live animals, buyers bargaining for good prizes and 
vendors advertising products. 

In other areas the street life is less intense, but far from dead. Since people 
often work within or close the house, streets are rarely deserted. The 
numerous tiendas are often open towards the streets and gathering the 
local workers and residents for a chat. In the more residential streets, where 
traffic is less intense, kids play on the streets. Here and there one can hear 
the familiar sound of clapping sprung from baking in the tortillerias, which 
deliver fresh made tortillas44 three times per day.

The identity of place is closely related to the identity of space - the physical 
environment and its uniqueness. The visual connection to the surrounding 
landscape, the proximity to the picturesque ravine La Guacamaya and the 
linear streetscapes are characteristics that defines the uniqueness of the 
physical environment in La Florida. The surrounding landscape expresses 
the regional context of the place. The straight, linear avenidas and calles, 
emphasize the landscape and the feeling of distance, but also closeness 
to the surrounding landscape. 

There are two scales to the street space. In the close distance the streets are 
characterized by the wide and low street space with the levelled sidewalks, 
signs and stores that have taken over the sidewalks for displaying their 
wares. In the far distance is the surrounding landscape. The view to it with 
its hillsides and mountain backdrops varies from day to day depending on 
the weather. On clear days one can see the great volcano Fuego, which 
once ruined the former capital, Antigua, peaking in the distance. In the 
north the ravine La Guacamaya is a piece of nature that, due to the steep 
drop, has remained as a yet undeveloped and un-squattered area of lush 
greenery. From La Florida, at the edge of the plateau, the view over La 
Guacamaya extends along the ravine score and its surging and steep 
hillsides. The three dimensional landscape is a magnificent view that has 
a recreational quality in itself.
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The buildings in La Florida are less unique than the surrounding context 
and streetscapes. Most buildings are traditional with the rooms arranged 
around a court, open to the sky. This building type can be found in most 
towns and villages in Guatemala. Building construction is bound to traditions 
and limitations in construction methods and materials. Buildings in La Florida 
are normally one or two stories. Their height, condition, use of material and 
the relation to the streets are fairly homogenous.

Outstanding physical features and landmarks are the market and a few high 
buildings such as the Mormon Church, close to the corner of 1st Calle and 
11th Avenida. The Catholic Church in the centre is also a significant building, 
not as much for its physical character as for its location and status within 
the community as one of the largest churches.

For a visitor it can be hard to orientate in La Florida, especially since streets 
lack signs for orientation and also landmarks.  The market works as a centre 
point. At the intersections and entrances to the market, in 12th Avenida - 
5th Calle, 8th Avenida - 5th Calle, 11th Avenida - 6th Calle, some form of focal 
points can be distinguished. These corners are busy spots and nodes of 
thoroughfares for pedestrians, buses, vendors and school children. The 
intersection of 12th Avenida - 5th Calle, where buses stop and many people 
pass by, has the strongest foci. Besides these spots there is no other 
open space that has a clear status as focal or gathering point, such as 
a square or a plaza.

Traffic and public transportation
A study made in 1997, shows that most of the vehicular movement within 
the city, counted in person trips, moves along a west-east axis, between 
Mixco and the city centre, as evident in the heavily trafficked Calzada San 
Juan Sacatepécez.45 The traffic congestion on the road has long been a 
problem, since it is not dimensioned to carry present traffic load. 

Within La Florida, comparing to other areas of the city, traffic is functioning 
relatively well due to the fairly low traffic load, except for on the main 
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streets, which are 5th and 12th Avenida and to some extent also parts of 7th 
and 8th Avenida as well as 8th Calle. The public transport routes between 
La Florida and the city centre are numerous. Many Floridians travel to 
the city centre by bus. 

The streets in La Florida are frequently populated by pedestrians, especially 
in the central area and around the market. Although the streets are well 
used, the street design put limitations to their use and function. The street 
system hierarchy is autonomously developed out from the locations of 
access streets and the market, which is regulating the traffic flow the 
streets that connect to it. The street system hierarchy is not articulated 
or regulated by the street design. The problem is that the streets offer 
generous space and equal access for vehicles with exception for the 
area aroud the market.

During recent time, a considerable amount of through traffic has become to 
burden 1st, 9th and 10th Calles, due to new road system developments. Traffic 
towards and from the city centre to go trough La Florida on these streets. 
The through traffic on 9th Calle is at certain times of the day very intense 
and fast moving. The high speed and traffic load on a residential street 
like 9th Calle is an element of danger, since the street is not designed to 
carry the current traffic load. 

Summary
La Florida was developed during the 1950s as the first suburban development 
in the west of the city centre, close to Mixco. It was developed as an area 
for housing, including a public school and a Catholic Church. The physical 
condition of buildings and public spaces in La Florida are generally poor, as 
the maintenance and investment have been very moderate ever since its 
establishment in the 1950s. The plot coverage is high, but as most buildings 
are one storey buildings and the number of people is relatively high, people 
in La Florida live densely. 

La Florida is nevertheless a diverse area with a mixture of lively commerce, 
small private businesses and housing. Many people work within the 
neighbourhood, often in their own homes, managing a tienda or a workshop. 
Public spaces are populated throughout most times of the day, although there 
are few public places, except for the streets, to meet and gather in. The streets 
are used as children’s playground, sports grounds, spaces for markets, 
workshops, public celebration and other communal activities.

The area was laid out in a symmetric street grid system with uniform blocks 
and streets. There is no open space that has a clear status as focal or 
gathering point, such as a square or a plaza. The main public arenas in La 
Florida are the streets and the municipal indoor market, which function as 
a centre for the area. The municipal market is housed in a large building, 
but the market activities have spread out so that it also covers some of 
the adjacent streets. The market is important for the community as a 
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node for business and commerce. Another large commercial area is along 
the Calzada San Juan Sacatepécez that borders to La Florida in the 
south-west. The area has a shopping centre and many small commercial 
businesses.

During the field study inventories were made, which shows that the 
housing stock in La Florida is generally in poor condition. Many houses 
are insufficiently maintained. Some houses are still not repaired since the 
earthquake in 1976 and approximately ten per cent of the buildings are built 
of waste and scrap materials. Streets and sidewalks are paved, with a few 
exceptions. Sidewalks are often uneven and vary greatly in height and width. 
They are often used for ware disposal by workshops and other businesses 
that hinders pedestrians to use them. Studies show that the situation around 
the ravine La Guacamaya is urgent to deal with. The informal settlement 
close to the edge of the ravine is, according to the Plan of Emergency by the 
municipality, in a high-risk area and should therefore be relocated. The risk for 
erosion and landslides is high. The inner part of the ravine is use as a waste 
dump, which gives problems with sanitary and health risks.

At the meetings and interviews that were made during the field study, various 
issues regarding problems and needs for improvement were brought up. 
Among the issues that seemed to be most important for La Florida to 
find solutions for were the polluting waste disposal sites, poor security 
in public (especially during night time), traffic problems, disorder at the 
market and along sidewalks, the poor condition of the public school and lack 
of communal services and public space. Also improvement and ideas for 
development concerning these issues were brought up.

The only public facilities in La Florida are the public school, a fire sub-station, 
the municipal market and a social institution for mothers and children. 
For medical treatment people in La Florida have to go to the city centre 
to find a public medical centre. There is one public school. As common 
in Guatemala City, there are many private schools and private medical 
clinics in La Florida. 

As I see it, identity of place and public image of La Florida is largely 
connected to its public life in the streets and the market and also to the 
uniqueness of the environment, for instance the surrounding landscape. The 
streetscapes in La Florida with the avenidas and their strong linear axis give 
La Florida certain characteristics that differ from neighbouring areas. The 
buildings in La Florida are less unique. Most buildings are traditional with the 
rooms arranged around a court, open to the sky. A great part of La Florida’s 
identity also lies in its familiarity among neighbours.  Many people in Florida 
have lived in the area their whole lives.

In La Florida there are both needs and potentials to improve, develop 
and extend the public space. In the studies on La Florida’s problems and 
issues, relating to public space was identified. Among the issues that were 
discussed the waste disposal site, the poor public lighting, the poor condition 
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of the school, the lack of public functions and facilities, the organization of 
the market and the security problems together with the situation around the 
ravine La Guacamaya are to be considered and dealt with in the development 
proposals. Two centrally located sites owned by the municipality were 
identified. Today they are not used to their full potentials. A revitalization of 
La Florida is suggested to include the development of these sites to 
get a better supply of public open space and also for introducing and 
developing public services and facilities. The intention is also to find 
another use of the site around La Guacamaya that is less risky for people’s 
life and health.


